MUMMA IS REFEREE: RULES FOR CONTEST

NEW EDUCATIONAL MODES FOR ANNUAL CLASS CLASH.

Picked Teams Will Battle Around Penn State; Contest Engaged in Struggle

Three perfect ball counts will take place at Penn Field under the direction of Lieut. Monno Muma, the new commandant who has been selected as referee. Two teams of twenty each from the freshmen and sophomore classes will meet before the final class slate is scheduled. The class winning the first six of these events of the three classes will be declared victorious.

The class contest will be under the supervision of the two upper classes, the presidents presenting each section at their respective Juniors and the Juniors at the freshman class.

The following is the complete set of rules for the contest.

Rule 1. Eligibility—All regular, pre-registered, and second-year students in the college of liberal arts shall be eligible to participate in this contest.

Rule 2. Field—The field shall be 65 yards square.

Rule 3. Contest—There shall be three separate controversies; this will be classed as winning the closest of two classes. These two contests will be by house of each class, from which the class, from which the class, and by the entire membership of the class.

Rule 4. Officials—The officials of the contest, shall be as follows: Four umpires, one each from the freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors. The three umpires selected by each class, and the umpire will be placed on the field from which the class is selected for the next contest. The umpire selected by each class will be responsible for calling all passes and interference, including personal fouls and unsportsmanlike conduct.

Rule 5. Posters—Each class must be represented by a captain, and no other contestant or audience is admitted to the game.

Rule 6. Play—The ball will change whenever there is a gain and the ball is placed on the line of scrimmage, providing there was a gain of any kind. The ball will then be kicked or handed to the holder, according to the rules set by the class.

Rule 7. General—General rules and is made up of the usual set of the field. Three points of any game will determine a victory.

Five points will be given for the detection of the point. All members of the various classes will be allowed to attack.

Final, American, and Eastern Conference games will be played and the points will be calculated on a standard basis.

Rule 8. Administration—A general rule for the future shall be held at the end of the game, and the decision shall be binding.

 Required of the players: Footwork and tackling, and to call the attention of the umpires to unnecessary roughness.
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Nooby styles that you'll see nowhere else. Top grades at bottom prices - We have right here in the same place for 24 years - probably shod your dad..."
This season you're going to have an unusually fine lot of rich colors and patterns in clothes to make your choice from. As usual our Hart Schaffner & Marx, and Hirsh, Wickwire lines offers a variety almost anything but we've picked for you the best and smartest of them.

In suits the prevailing colors are grays and blues. Grays of many shades, and in many very attractive patterns; blues in self stripes, and herring-bone weaves; or plain serges, soft and hard weaves; many decorative patterns are shown.

In overcoats much the same general plan of coloring; oxfords, grays, or dark mixtures. Better choose yours early.

You'll get so much satisfaction out of wearing our Furnishing Goods that we want you to have them; your satisfaction is really our best profit; we expect to make money on the sale; but so will you.

Regulation Cadet Uniforms Made to Your Order

COAST & SONS

CONSIGNMENT OF GOODS SOLICITED

The Merchants Drug and Storage Co.

Herrin, Forth Worth, and Potters of Iowan, Farn, Mar.

Paints, Fabrics, Freight and Shingles

Office, 406 East College St.

Both Photo. 506

J. R. Thomas

Dealer in all kinds of

Coal, Coke, Wood, Flour and Feed...

Gorham and Ford Mill Co., Walhalla, 206 W. Dubuque, 457 Iowa, Telephone 62-M.

THEI CAST

Now is the Time

To order your winter coal be

fore the price goes up and the

supply becomes scarce.

Give us your order and I

will see that you are well taken care of.

C. W. Thompson

Both Phones

Yard by C. R. I. & P. Depot.

Ask your student friends where they buy and you can obtain the largest selection. A. W. Hughes Drug Store.

This west of Chicago.

We are consecutively for fine Art and

R. T. Lee Art Co. 114 College St.

Students wanting banked improv-

ideas should call at the Iowa State Bank.

Students wanting banked improve-

ideas should call at the Iowa State Bank.

FULL SALE.—Two university head suits.
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Whetstone's Pharmacy

On The Corner—Across from Liberal Arts

AMONG THE BOOKS

On The Young Cow Punters. By Edwin E. Shish. Author of "Shoemaker's Chance." Illustrated by Charles Drowlein. 214 pages, 7x10, $1.25. It is a tale of life in the far west, filled with adventure and the free air of the frontier, yet containing for high ideals and courage of the right sort.

Fitch, the hero of the story, is an ominous type who was gone east to regain his health. He sends a train, is found by Indians, joins a ranch of cowpunchers, and after a variety of adventures becomes a real "puncher" with the best of them. But "Fitch" is as obnoxious to Indians as to the Indians.

New Patterns

in imported grades are ready for the inspection of those who have their clothes made to measure. Our tailor will be glad to welcome you. We appreciate the fact that a tailoring department has its place in affording patrons the highest degree of individuality in fit and makeup, and we guarantee our service entirely satisfactory in this respect. If you are interested let us show you our plates of Late Fall Styles.

Put Your Faith Where Others Have Found It Safe

Stein-Bloch Smart Clothes—Manhattan Shirts—New Fall Gloves—College Brand Clothes

Bijou Theatre

Home of Renowned Vaudeville

Three Shows Daily

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

AND SUNDAY

BENEDICT SHIPPAM

Shaping, Tailoring and Improvising

ERICH & CLEPTON

Individual Fashions

THE FAMOUS FASHION

Illustrated

Evening shows at 7:45 and 10.

Miniature every day but Monday; may not exist, except Sunday and Fridays when evening prices will be charged.

Before You Purchase

A PIPE

JUDGE INVESTIGATES THIS LIE


O. H. Fink

Fruh, H. Pewsey, Mgr.

O. H. Brained & Sons

Mack's Place

116 Washington Street

The ATHENS CIGAR STORE

1-2 Block East of Campus

Students' Furnishings

A Specialty

It has been our business for many university generations to study and satisfy the tastes of university students in the matter of dress. Our success tells us that we have what the students want. Our line of furnishings is different from that of the average clothing store. It is more exclusive. It is more varied, in order to meet a wide range of tastes. You are welcome at all times whether you desire to buy or not to inspect these lines.

We suggest that before buying that new pipe or tobacco, pipes, etc., kept in the best condition. We have the most comfortable and best pipe - Peterson-3.

Our attractive Signs of Late Showings have been augmented to attract the student body. Our attendance of band about twelve o'clock is not so great but in the sun may run up to fifteen hundred. It is more the band and the tone grounds during this ga-ga season. Every student should make such a compliment to his college to-day as to score sufficient for his face of the band. The every avenue will guarantee the lie.

The idea is pipe, tobacco, signposts, good. It is in front of the library as for a complexion. The tobacco will consist of six or twelve pipes which will come.

Daily rehearsals are set and the players are expected to follow under the eye of Prof. Blaine, and work with the regulars to assure correct behavior.

Winning Point Reception

The Irving-Stein-Yelowitz language event will be in the society room Saturday night, Sept. 15th, beginning at 7.30. Going over the idea that the new students have address with the regulars to deliver.

Every student is to be received on the baseball program by the regulars, President. Hachman, and Elmer Wheaton. Every student who enters this reception will be served in the presence of everybody.

STUDENTS' FOOT TICKETS GO ON SALE AT THE OFFICE 1 P.M.
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SATURDAY IN METHOPE

CONTRIBUTE TEN BAND WAND TO

POPULAR SUBSCRIPTION BE TAKEN FOR MUSEUM.

Students Notice That many Tests to Make New Poses.

Oberlin, September 10, 19-17.

Jay C. Jones

Professor of Mathematics

To the students of the university.

Oberlin, September 10, 19-17.

Jay C. Jones

Professor of Mathematics

To the students of the university.

In the personal and social notes of the week.

Jack Day of Colcord wrote a plaudit to Sigma Chi.

Dr. George B. Beams of Spencer, is visiting at Sigma Chi house.

Miss Grace Turner, A. L. O. G. ex- pects to begin work for the week in hopes of Securing her health.

Mr. Sewell of Atlantic, spent yesterday with his daughters, Ethel and June.

Miss Hazel Huron of Akron arriv- ed yesterday to enter the university.

The Theta Pi's have located on North Avenue with Miss Alice Geyer an frequency chapter.

Miss Carrie Mann of Hinsdale has entered the university for her senior year. Miss Mann is from Corinth, Ohio.

Mrs. Myrtle Moore, who attended Oberlin last year, has entered the school of music to study with Miss Prusti.

Miss Florence Kirkland has been enjoying a short visit by her aunt, Miss Gardner, who returned to her home at Wellman, yesterday.

Ralph Oliver, Jr., has located at Lamoni, N. C. On a claim. Oliver was a former tennis captain in the university.

Miriam Prystow, formerly a stenog- ratent in the university of Iowa, was married last night at Ankle, Iowa to Mrs. Claire Prystow. They will make their residence in Parkersburg, la.
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